The development of the external form in light art is conspicuous indebting to the development of the tip materials which uses light. Various artistic activities utilizing an optical fiber and LED element have been stretched over with many unusual events, and the optical fiber is grouping for expansion regarding its scopes by utilizing it as wearable display, illumination of diverse methods, and artistic work especially. Among such utilization of optical fiber, light is used as an expansion of space and time nature in light art. Specially, it plays sufficient roles of being able to lead discussions about immaterial space. Light and space art are evoking psychological stimulus of people while drawing visual operation and illusion effect to audiences at the same time. Light art makes the expansion of space by using light, explains the third, fourth spacial concepts, and lets consider new concept on it as well. This study attempts to inquiry into expansion of spatial configuration so as to formulate expansion of space by using afterimage of rotating light that equips with formative elements, and implementing work to which real movement of kinetic element is added through the movement of light source itself, and then doing formative expression on the afterimage of light.
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